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We report results on the proton mass decomposition and also on related quark and glue momentum
fractions. The results are based on overlap valence fermions on four ensembles of Nf ¼ 2þ 1 domain wall
fermion configurations with three lattice spacings and three volumes, and several pion masses including the
physical pion mass. With fully nonperturbative renormalization (and universal normalization on both quark
and gluon), we find that the quark energy and glue field energy contribute 32(4)(4)% and 36(5)(4)%
respectively in the MS (modified minimal substraction) scheme at μ ¼ 2 GeV. A quarter of the trace
anomaly gives a 23(1)(1)% contribution to the proton mass based on the sum rule, given 9(2)(1)%
contribution from the u, d, and s quark scalar condensates. The u, d, s, and glue momentum fractions in the
MS scheme are in good agreement with global analyses at μ ¼ 2 GeV.
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Introduction.—In the standard model, the Higgs boson
provides the origin of quark masses. But how it is related to
the proton mass and thus the masses of nuclei and atoms is
another question. The masses of the valence quarks in the
proton are just ∼3 MeV per quark, which is directly related
to the Higgs boson, while the total proton mass is 938 MeV.
The percentages of the quark and gluon contributions to the
proton mass can only be provided by solving QCD non-
perturbatively and/or with information from experiment.
With phenomenological input, the first decomposition was
carried out by Ji [1]. As in Refs. [1,2], the Hamiltonian of
QCD can be decomposed as

M¼−hT44i¼hHmiþhHEiðμÞþhHgiðμÞþ
1

4
hHai; ð1Þ

in the rest frame of the hadron state where M is the hadron
mass, and

Tμν ¼
1

4
ψγðμD

↔

νÞψ þ FμαFνα −
1

4
δμνF2 ð2Þ

is the energy momentum tensor (EMT) of QCD in
Euclidean space [3] with hT44i as its expectation value
in the hadron, and the trace anomaly gives the following:

M ¼ −hTμμi ¼ hHmi þ hHai: ð3Þ

The Hm, HE, and Hg in the above equations denote the
contributions from the quark condensate, the quark energy,
and the glue field energy, respectively:

Hm ¼
X
u;d;s���

Z
d3xmψψ ;

HE ¼
X
u;d;s:::

Z
d3xψðD⃗ · γ⃗Þψ ;

Hg ¼
Z

d3x
1

2
ðB2 − E2Þ: ð4Þ

The QCD anomaly term Ha is the joint contribution from
the quantum anomalies of both glue and quark,

Ha ¼ Ha
g þHγ

m;

Ha
g ¼

Z
d3x

−βðgÞ
g

ðE2 þ B2Þ;

Hγ
m ¼

X
u;d;s���

Z
d3xγmmψψ : ð5Þ

All the hHi are defined by hNjHjNi=hNjNi where jNi is
the nucleon state in the rest frame. Note that hHE þHgi,
hHmi and hHai are scale and renormalization scheme
independent, but hHEiðμÞ and hHgiðμÞ separately have
scale and scheme dependence.
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The nucleon massM can be calculated from the nucleon
two-point function. If one calculates further hHmi and
hHEiðμÞ, then hHgiðμÞ and hHai can be obtained through
Eqs. (1) and (3). The approach has been adopted to
decompose S-wave meson masses, from light mesons to
charmoniums, to gain insight about contributions of each
term [2]. But the mixing between hHEiðμÞ and hHmi will
be nontrivial under the lattice regularization when there is
any breaking of the quark equation of motion at finite
spacing. On the other hand, if we obtain the renormalized
quark momentum fraction hxiRq in the continuum limit, and
define the renormalized quark energy hHR

Ei in term of hxiRq
and hHmi with the help of the equation of motion, i.e.,

hHR
Ei ¼

3

4
hxiRqM −

3

4
hHmi; ð6Þ

then the additional mixing can be avoided. Similarly, the
renormalized glue field energy can be accessed from the
glue momentum fraction hxiRg by

hHR
g i ¼

3

4
hxiRgM: ð7Þ

In the present Letter, we use the lattice derivative
operator for the quark EMT and a combination of pla-
quettes for the gauge EMT and address their normalization
in addition to renormalization and mixing. We calculate the
proton mass and the renormalized hxiq;g on four lattice
ensembles, and extrapolate the results to the physical pion
mass with a global fit including finite lattice spacing and
volume corrections. Then we combine previously calcu-
lated hHmi [4] to obtain hHai from Eq. (3), and the full
decomposition of the proton energy in the rest frame as
shown in Eq. (1).
Numerical setup.—We use overlap valence fermions on

(2þ 1) flavor RBC/UKQCD domain wall fermion gauge
configurations from four ensembles on 243 × 64 (24I),
323 × 64 (32I) [5], 323 × 64 (32ID), and 483 × 96 (48I) [6]
lattices. These ensembles cover three values of the lattice
spacing and volume respectively, and four values of the
quark mass in the sea, which allows us to implement a
global fit on our results to control the systematic uncer-
tainties as in Ref. [4,7]. Other parameters of the ensembles
used are listed in Table I.
The effective quark propagator of the massive overlap

fermion is the inverse of the operator ðDc þmÞ [8,9],
where Dc is chiral, i.e., fDc; γ5g ¼ 0 [10], and its detailed
definition can be found in our previous work [11–13].
We used four quark masses from the range mπ ∈
ð250; 400Þ MeV on the 24I and 32I ensembles, and six
or five quark masses from mπ ∈ ð140; 400Þ MeV on the
48I/32ID ensembles respectively, which have larger vol-
umes and thus allow a lighter pion mass with the constraint
mπL > 3.8. One step of the hypercubic (HYP) smearing
[14] is applied on all the configurations to improve the

signal. Numerical details regarding the calculation of the
overlap operator, eigenmode deflation for the inversion of
the quark matrix, and the Z3 grid smeared sources with low-
mode substitution (LMS) to increase statistics are given in
Refs. [11–13,15].
Proton mass.—We first calculate the proton mass on

these four ensembles and apply the SUð4j2Þ mixed action
HBχPT functional form [16] to fit the results,

Mðmv
π; msea

π ; a; LÞ ¼ M0 þ C1ðmv
πÞ2 þ C2ðmsea

π Þ2

−
ðg2A − 4gAg1 − 5g21Þπ

3ð4πfπÞ2
ðmv

πÞ3

−
ð8g2A þ 4gAg1 þ 5g21Þπ

3ð4πfπÞ2
ðmpq

π Þ3

þ CI=ID
3 a2 þ C4

ðmv
πÞ2
L

e−m
v
πL; ð8Þ

where M0, C1;2;3;4, the axial vector coupling gA, and an
additional partially quenched one g1 are free parameters;
fπ ¼ 0.122ð9Þ GeV is the pion decay constant; mv;sea

π is
the valence and sea pion mass, respectively; mpq

π ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðmv

πÞ2 þ ðmsea
π Þ2 þ Δmixa2

p
is the partially quenched

mass with the mixed action term Δmixa2; and a is the lattice
spacing. The Oðm3

πÞ logarithm function F in the original
functional form is dropped since it turns out to be not useful
to constrain the fit. Note that we used CI

3 for the 24I/48I/32I
ensembles and CID

3 for 32ID ensemble as they used
different gauge actions. We get the prediction of the proton
mass at the physical point as Mðmphys

π ; mphys
π ; 0;∞Þ ¼

0.960ð13Þ GeV with χ2=d:o:f: ¼ 0.52. From the fit, we
can also get the light quark mass sigma term Hm;uþd ≃
ð∂M=∂mπÞmπ=2 ¼ 52ð8Þ MeV, which is consistent with
our previous direct calculation 46(7)(2) MeV [4]. The gA we
get from the fit is 0.9(2) which is consistent with the
experimental result 1.2723(23) [17] within 2σ. Alter-
natively, using the experimental value of gA predicts the
proton mass as 0.931(8) with a χ2=d:o:f: of 1.5. The results
of the proton mass with the partially quenching effect
(msea

π ≠ mv
π) subtracted are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function

of the valence pionmass, together with the blue band for our
prediction in the continuum limit. The difference between

TABLE I. The parameters for the RBC/UKQCD configurations
[6]: spatial and temporal size, lattice spacing, sea strange quark
mass under MS scheme at 2 GeV, pion mass with the degenerate
light sea quark, and the number of configurations.

Symbol L3 × T a (fm) mðsÞ
s (MeV) mπ (MeV) Ncfg

32ID 323 × 64 0.1431(7) 89.4 171 200
24I 243 × 64 0.1105(3) 120 330 203
48I 483 × 96 0.1141(2) 94.9 139 81
32I 323 × 64 0.0828(3) 110 300 309
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the results with different symbols reflects the discretization
errors and finite volume effects, which are reasonably small,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Momentum fraction.—The quark and gluon momentum

fractions in the nucleon can be defined by the traceless dia-
gonal part of the EMT matrix element in the rest frame [18],

hxiq;g ≡ −
hNj 4

3
Tq;g
44 jNi

MhNjNi ;

Tq
44 ¼

Z
d3xψðxÞ 1

2

�
γ4D

↔

4 −
1

4

X
i¼0;1;2;3

γiD
↔

i

�
ψðxÞ;

Tg
44 ¼

Z
d3x

1

2
½EðxÞ2 − BðxÞ2�: ð9Þ

In practice, we calculated ratios of the three-point function to
the two-point function

Rq;gðtf; tÞ ¼
h0j R d3yΓeχSðy⃗; tfÞTq;g

44 ðtÞ
P

x⃗∈GχSðx⃗; 0Þj0i
h0j R d3yΓeχSðy⃗; tfÞ

P
x⃗∈GχSðx⃗; 0Þj0i

;

ð10Þ
where χS is the standard proton interpolation field with
Gaussian smearing applied to all three quarks, and Γe is
the unpolarized projection operator of the nucleon. All the
correlation functions from the source points x⃗ in thegridG are
combined to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [13].
When tf is large enough, Rq;gðtf; tÞ approaches the bare
nucleon matrix element hNjTq;g

44 jNi.
For each quark mass on each ensemble, we construct

Rðtf; tÞ for several sink-source separations tf from 0.7 fm
to 1.5 fm and all the current insertion times t between the
source and sink, combine all the data to do the two-state fit,
and then obtain the matrix elements we want with the
excited-states contamination removed properly. The more
detailed discussion of the simulation setup and the two-
state fit can be found in our previous work [4,7,19].

To improve the signal in the disconnected insertion
part of hxiq;g, all the time slices are looped over for the proton
propagator. For hxig, the cluster-decomposition error reduction
(CDER) technique is applied, as described in Refs. [20,21].
The renormalized momentum fractions hxiR in the MS

scheme at scale μ are

hxiRu;d;s ¼ ZMS
QQðμÞhxiu;d;s þ δZMS

QQðμÞ
X

q¼u;d;s

hxiq

þ ZMS
QGðμÞhxig;

hxiRg ¼ ZMS
GQðμÞ

X
q¼u;d;s

hxiq þ ZMS
GGhxig; ð11Þ

where hxiu;d;s;g is the bare momentum fraction under the
lattice regularization, and the renormalization constants in
the MS at scale μ are defined through the RI/MOM scheme

�ZMS
QQðμÞ þ NfδZMS

QQðμÞ NfZMS
QGðμÞ

ZMS
GQðμÞ ZMS

GGðμÞ

�

≡
���

ZQQðμRÞ þ NfδZQQ NfZQGðμRÞ
ZGQðμRÞ ZGGðμRÞ

�

×

�RQQð μ
μR
Þ þOðNfα

2
sÞ NfRQGð μ

μR
Þ

RGQð μ
μR
Þ RGGð μ

μR
Þ

��
ja2μ2R→0

�−1

ð12Þ
and ZQQðμÞ ¼ ½ðZQQðμRÞRQQðμ=μRÞÞja2μ2R→0�−1. Note that
the isovector matching coefficient RQQðμ=μRÞ has been
obtained at the three-loop level [22] while just the one-loop
level results of the other R s are available [23].
We list the renormalization constants for Tq;g

44 at MS
2 GeV in Table II and the details of the nonperturbative
renormalization (NPR) calculation are discussed in the
Supplementary Material [24], based on the previous
research of Refs. [25–27].
After the renormalization, the total momentum fraction is

generally larger than 1 by 20–30%on the four ensembles due to
the discretization error. We apply a uniform normalization on
both thequarkandgluemomentumfractions at eachquarkmass
of each ensemble, and plot these normalization factors Z ¼
hxi−1uþdþsþg in the lower-right panel ofFig. 2.Z should approach
unity as can be seen by comparing the normalization of the 24I
(a ¼ 0.1105 fm) and the 32I (a ¼ 0.0828 fm) lattices, which
have about the same quark mass, for m2

π > 0.08 GeV2.
Then the pion mass dependence of the renormalized and

normalized hxiRu;d;s;g are fitted with the following empirical
form simultaneously,

hxiRðmv
π; msea

π ; a; LÞ ¼ hxiR0 þD1½ðmv
πÞ2 − ðm0

πÞ2�
þD2½ðmv

πÞ2 − ðmsea
π Þ2�

þDI=ID
3 a2 þD4e−m

v
πL; ð13Þ

FIG. 1. The proton mass as a function of the pion mass at
different lattice spacings and volumes, after partially quenching
effects are subtracted. The star shows the physical proton mass.
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and the χ2=d:o:f: is 0.20. Our prediction of the hxiRu;d;s;g are
0.307(30)(18), 0.160(27)(40), 0.051(26)(5), and 0.482(69)
(48), respectively, where the first error is the statistical one
and the second error includes the systematic uncertainties
from the chiral, continuum, and infinite volume interpola-
tion or extrapolation. The systematic uncertainties from the

two-state fit and CDER for hxig haven’t been taken into
account yet and will be investigated in the future. With the
normalization factors shown in lower-right panel of Fig. 2,
all the predictions of the momentum fractions are consistent
with the phenomenological global fit at MS 2 GeV, e.g.,
CT14 [28] values hxiRu ¼ 0.348ð3Þ, hxiRd ¼ 0.190ð3Þ,
hxiRs ¼ 0.035ð5Þ, and hxiRg ¼ 0.416ð5Þ. The other global
fits results [29–33], summarized in Ref. [34], are consistent
with CT14. After the partially quenching effect term
proportional to D2 is subtracted, the hxiRu;d;s;g at different
ensembles and valence quark masses are illustrated in
Fig. 2 as a function of m2

π , in the upper-left panel for the u
and d cases and the upper-right panel for the s and g cases.
The bands on the figures show our predictions in the
continuum limit with their uncertainties (blue for the
statistics and cyan for the total).
We also predict the isovector momentum fraction hxiRu−d

as 0.151(28)(29), which is consistent with the CT14 result
0.158(6) [28], in the lower-left panel of Fig. 2.

TABLE II. The nonperturbative renormalization (NPR) con-
stants on different ensembles, at MS 2 GeV. The 24I and 48I
ensembles have the same lattice spacing and thus share the
renormalization constants. The two uncertainties are the statis-
tical and systematic ones, respectively, with the details provided
in the Supplementary Material [24].

Symbol ZQQ δZQQ ZQG ZGQ ZGG

32ID 1.25(0)(2) 0.018(2)(2) 0.017(17) 0.57(3)(6) 1.29(5)(9)
24I=48I 1.24(0)(2) 0.012(2)(2) 0.007(14) 0.35(3)(6) 1.07(4)(4)
32I 1.25(0)(2) 0.008(2)(2) 0.000(14) 0.18(2)(2) 1.10(4)(5)

FIG. 2. The momentum fractions of different quark flavors and glue in the proton, at MS 2 GeV. The two upper panels show the u, d, s,
and g momentum fractions, respectively, and two lower ones show the u–d case (left panel), and also the normalization factors for the
momentum fraction sum rule (right panel). The bands on the figures show our predictions in the continuum limit of the momentum
fractions with their statistical (blue) and total (cyan) uncertainties. The data points correspond to our simulation results at different
valence quark masses on different ensembles, with the partially quenching effect subtracted.
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Final proton mass decomposition.—With these momen-
tum fractions at MS 2 GeV, we can apply Eqs. (6) and (7) to
obtain the quark and glue energy contributions in the proton
mass (or more precisely, the proton energy in the rest
frame). Combined with the quark scalar condensate and
trace anomaly contributions, the entire proton mass decom-
position is illustrated in Fig. 3 as a function of the valence
pion mass. As shown in the figure, the major quark mass
dependence comes from the quark condensate term, and the
other components are almost independent of the quark
mass. At the physical point, the quark and glue energy
contributions are 32(4)(4)% and 36(5)(4)% respectively.
With the quark scalar condensate contribution of 9(2)(1)%
[4], we can obtain that a quarter of the trace anomaly
contributes 23(1)(1)% with Nf ¼ 2þ 1.
In summary, we present a simulation strategy to calculate

the proton mass decomposition. The renormalization and
mixing between the quark and glue energy can be calcu-
lated nonperturbatively, and the quark scalar condensate
contribution and the trace anomaly are renormalization
group invariant. Based on this strategy, the lattice simu-
lation is carried out on four ensembles with three lattice
spacings and volumes, and several pion masses, including
the physical pion mass, to control the respective systematic
uncertainties. With nonperturbative renormalization and
normalization, the individual u, d, s, and glue momentum
fractions agree with those from the global fit in the MS
scheme at 2 GeV. Quark energy, gluon energy, and
quantum anomaly contributions to the proton mass are
fairly insensitive to the pion mass up to 400 MeV within
our statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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